PURCHASING MADE SIMPLE:
Successful enterprise leads to rapidly scaling business models that can outpace even the most
dedicated resource managers. Success and growth outpacing your existing teams is a good problem,
but it’s still a problem for your operational resources and HR budget. Rapid growth comes with unique
challenges which can leave you feeling like your enterprise is constantly jumping hurdles in terms of
complications, technical needs, software, and more relationships to maintain. Each of these resource
drains can create an undue burden in development, or lower quarterly margins even as you’re achieving
new operational milestones.
Out-of-control supply-chain complexity can rapidly spiral while inflating costs exponentially. Additionally,
massive supply chains can reduce purchasing power due to small or limited orders. Account and vendor
relationships have increasingly complex strains on resources and labor hours that your enterprise could
use more effectively elsewhere. Creating, managing, and reinforcing supply-chain relationships doesn’t
have to lower your bottom line. TIS procurement teams can manage your acquisition and procurement
solutions from the top down, allowing your development and operations teams the freedom and flexibility
that they need to thrive.

Please allow us to help remove hurdles, handle the complexities of
procurement, and increase your buying power with our TIS Software
Management as a Service offering.

WHAT IS TIS SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT AS A
SERVICE (SMaaS)?
Our TIS SMaaS offering is a straightforward solution to managing any volume of purchase orders. This
offering streamlines and automates all of the complex processes and tasks associated with managing
multiple vendors. We take over the heavy lifting and restore visibility, control, quality assurance, all while
managing price issues, scheduling technicalities, and handling integration and implementation when you
make a software change. We’re an alpha tier client liaison, supporting strategic partnerships and taking
on the role of the “face of our customer.” We take on the work of procurement and integration, all while
personalizing our approach to your business and working within our Partner’s codes of conduct and
ethical considerations.
Continual Process Improvement is our motto. As your Partner, we work tirelessly to identify new
alternatives to provide better customer service outcomes. We add value by improving functionality and
efficiency within your organization while you reap the benefits. Our goal is to develop lasting end-to-end
partnerships that replace costly, ineffective, and outdated vendor agreements.
TIS Software Management as a Service allows our customers to focus on their core competency.
Your development and operations can run smoothly while TIS does all the hard work of managing the
procurement side of your enterprise.
TIS SMaaS Includes the following:
● Software Asset Management
- Contract Duration – Start and End
Dates
- Proactive Co-Terming Negotiations
- OLA/SLA Management
- Product Alerts & Notifications
- Customized Reporting Capabilities
- Data Retention/Storage
- Software Program Management
Benefits:
● Higher Savings
● Increased Visibility and Control Over
Spend

● True Client Liaison Representation
● High Publisher Engagement
● Private Customized eProcurement Portals
with EDI Capabilities
● Fully Managed Software Product Catalog
● Dedicated Team Inbox for
Communications
● Order Processing & Fulfillment

● Reduced Risk
● Enhanced Purchasing Power
● Dedicated Account Management Team

If your enterprise could benefit from improved efficiency, a better bottom line,
and removing unnecessary redundancy, TIS can help by providing you a onestop procurement solution. Our team at Sales@Tom-is.com is ready to provide
references, competitive pricing, and any other details that you may need at a
moment’s notice.

